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Liberate your taste, inhale beauty, express your love
Your baby is the ultimate manifestation of your deepest affection 
Give him heaven, show her Quax paradise
Live life to the fullest
Filled with joy, fuelled by beauty
Splash around, drip the drop, spill the milk 
Exhale. 
Welcome the unsuspected, the surprising  
Create your own life, design your world
Use your favourite colours and sounds, shapes and words 
Tickle your senses, with Quax





Y U M E

Oyster

Natural Ash

Meringue



Welcome to Yume, a haven of dreams for your precious

little one. Inspired by the tender embrace of organic

shapes, Yume is a baby room that encapsulates the

essence of comfort and elegance. Just as its name

suggests, Yume, meaning "Dream" in Japanese, is a

sanctuary where the sweetest dreams come to life.

Crafted with meticulous attention to detail, Yume

features rounded edges that lovingly cradle the

innocence of infancy. The design is an ode to the gentle

curves found in nature, providing a sense of security and

serenity to both baby and parents.

DREAM AWAY

For those who appreciate the timeless beauty of

natural elements, the Yume baby room in natural ash

veneer is a seamless extension of our beloved

bestselling Hai No Ki collection. This version exudes

warmth and harmony, inviting a connection with the

world's natural wonders right into your nursery.

Alternatively, the lacquered version of Yume,

adorned in the soft hues of Meringue and Oyster,

brings a touch of modern sophistication. The ribbed

MDF texture not only adds visual interest but also

stimulates tactile exploration, fostering early sensory

development.

Whether you choose the rich familiarity of natural ash

veneer or the contemporary charm of lacquered

finishes, Yume is a testament to the art of design

that grows with your child. With rounded edges as

its heart and your baby's dreams as its soul, Yume

promises a nurturing and enchanting space where

precious moments unfold, and the journey of a

lifetime begins.



Continuing the spirit of Yume's thoughtful design, we're delighted to introduce the optional junior kit, a true testament

to versatility and longevity. With the junior extension kit, Yume evolves alongside your child, extending the bed's

length up to 170 cm. This remarkable innovation transforms your baby room into a haven that accompanies your little

one from the very first moments of life up until the tender age of 10.

The extension kit brings forth a range of carefully crafted components, each contributing to the seamless transition.

An additional bottom part ensures stability and security, while the long sides are elegantly designed with anti-fallout

curves, assuring the child's safety during those restless nights. A new footboard completes the transformation,

merging seamlessly with Yume's graceful aesthetics.

In line with Yume's commitment to practical elegance, we've created a toy box that is as imaginative as it is

functional. Boasting a pivoting top, this ingenious piece doubles as a play table, fostering creativity and exploration.

And to accompany this whimsical creation, a matching stool completes the ensemble, inviting hours of laughter and

discovery.



Yume - chest Yume - extension chest

Yume - bed 110*70 cm
76 16 NM01-00X

Yume - bed 140*70 cm

76 16 NM01XL-002

76 16 NM03-00X 76 16 NM03E-00X



Yume - kids storage table Yume - kids stool

Yume - wardrobe Yume - junior kit 70*170 cm
76 16 NM04-00X 76 16 NM01-EK-00X

76 16 NM05-00X 76 16 NM06-00X







A S H I

Clay

Chestnut



Available in the inviting warmth of Chestnut
and the timeless allure of Clay, Ashi celebrates
the hues of nature that nurture. The choice of
melamine ensures not only durability but also
ease of maintenance, embracing the practical
needs of parenthood.
A stroke of genius lies in Ashi's monochrome
allure – where the feet harmonize seamlessly
with the body. This minimalist touch creates an
oasis of tranquility, inviting you and your little
one into a serene world where moments of
tenderness and joy take center stage.

Introducing Ashi, where dreams begin with every tiny
step. Named after the Japanese word for "feet," Ashi
embraces the essence of connection and growth.
Inspired by the elegance of midcentury modern design,
this baby room collection is a symphony of style and
functionality that transforms your nursery into a realm of
wonder.

The distinctive feature of Ashi lies in its enchanting feet,
a design that pays homage to the beauty of simplicity.
Crafted to perfection, these feet are a nod to the
midcentury aesthetic, capturing the charm of an era
where form and function danced in harmony.

SERENITY STEPS



The embodiment of timelessness and durability within

the Ashi collection is showcased gracefully in the

transformable 140*70 bed. This bed is more than just

a piece of furniture; it's a testament to the evolution of

design meeting the demands of a growing child.

In the toddler stage, the bed seamlessly transforms

into an open space, providing freedom and comfort

for your little one. But the true magic lies within the

optional extension kit – an innovation that bridges the

years and stages of childhood. With this kit, the

140*70 cm bed can gracefully stretch to 170 cm,

making it a constant companion from infancy to the

tender age of 10.

Crafted with meticulous attention, the extension kit

includes an additional bottom part for enhanced

stability, long sides for safety, and a practical

side/night table for convenience. As your child's world

expands, their personal haven adapts in harmony,

growing alongside their dreams and aspirations.

For those early years of exploration, an optional

bedrail offers a sense of security, ensuring your

toddler stays safe and snug within their realm of

dreams. With Ashi's Grow Along Bed 140*70 and its

ingenious extension kit, you're invited to embrace the

journey of parenthood with a piece that transcends

time and cherishes every step of your child's

remarkable growth.



Ashi chest Ashi extension for chest

Ashi bed 120*60 Ashi bed 140*70

54F05-0100X 54F05-01XL00X

54F05-0300X 54F05-0300XE



Ashi junior kit 170*70 Fall out protection Chestnut + Clay

Ashi wardrobe 2d Ashi wardrobe 3d

54F05-0400X 54F05-0400XXL

54F05-01XLEK005 54FD-01-005 / 54FD-01-001





G O O D  T O  G R O W

Hai No Ki / Flow / Cocoon / Loft

"The Good To Grow concept stands as a testament to Quax's commitment to
durabillty, evolution, and the enduring charm that resonates in every cherished room."

MODULAR BED CONCEPT



Unlock the Next Chapter with the Hai No Ki Junior Kit

Step into a world of everlasting elegance with the Hai No Ki

collection – a bestseller celebrated for its embrace of natural

beauty through exquisite ash veneer. Now, introducing the Hai

No Ki Junior Kit, a harmonious extension that further amplifies

the timeless essence of the collection.

At the heart of this evolution lies the ability to extend the

140*70 bed, allowing it to stand as a steadfast companion for

your child's growth up to 10 years old. The very bed that

cradled their earliest dreams now becomes the foundation for

their journey into the teenage years.

Accentuate the room with the addition of the coordinating

desk and bookshelf, creating a space where childhood stories

evolve into tales of adolescence. The Hai No Ki Junior Kit not

only honors the past but paves the way for the future,

nurturing a seamless transition from the innocence of youth to

the promise of teenage exploration.

HAI NO KI





Indulge in the poetry of design with the Flow collection –

the epitome of elegance. Bathed in the tender embrace of

the bestselling clay color, this collection has already

woven the threads of timelessness. Now, with the addition

of the Junior Kit, the story deepens.

Picture a bed that cradled dreams and whispered wishes,

now transformed to accompany your child on a journey

through a decade. The Flow Junior Kit extends its

embrace, allowing the bed to grow alongside your little

one, up to 10 years old. And to complete the

enchantment, a nightstand joins the narrative, holding

secrets and treasures through the nights.

Let the Flow collection carry dreams into the future,

wrapped in the softest clay hues and the promise of

enduring beauty.

FLOW



Elevate the enchantment of the Cocoon and Loft

collections with the introduction of the Junior Kit. A

symphony of innovation, this kit ensures that timeless

beauty is within everyone's reach, spanning a spectrum

of colors and price ranges.

As the Junior Kit embraces allmost all Quax collections,

it paints a canvas of diversity where each family can

bask in the allure of longevity. This step illuminates

Quax's dedication to innovation, sustainability, inclusion

and timelessness.

COCOON & LOFT





I N T E R I O R



The soft color palette exudes tranquility, yet
the blend of textures ensures a captivating and
soothing ambiance that's both calming and
endlessly captivating. This Color Palette
extends to a revitalization of our current
bestsellers and stunning newcomers, unifying
the entire interior into a harmonious ensemble
– from nursery to living space. Experience a
cohesive blend that infuses natural elegance
and serenity throughout your home.

Step into a world where nature's hues take center
stage. Our latest collection celebrates a symphony of
natural wood tones, with a standout combination of
walnut and cream. This dynamic duo creates depth and
dimension, while the interplay of various materials and
fabrics adds an intriguing layer of interest. 

NATURAL HARMONY



Playpen Mori
Elevate your space with this stylish and
functional playpen, combining timeless
design with modern convenience.
Featuring integrated wheels for easy
mobility and available in both rich
walnut and natural hues, it's the
perfect blend of aesthetics and
practicality. Welcome a touch of
sophistication into your home while
providing a safe haven for your little
one.

0102V-0X

Mobile Clouds
... where dreams take flight. Crafted
from ethereal clouds and delicate nylon
thread, it conjures a mesmerizing
illusion of perfect balance and motion.
Each felt toy, meticulously crafted for
sustainability, exudes soothing vibes
that elevate any room. Let tranquility
and wonder dance through the air as
you adorn your space with this
captivating masterpiece.

76IN0101

Wooden stand for mobile
Designed to adapt effortlessly to your
daily routine, it can be placed by the
playpen, cot, cradle, high chair, or
rocking chair... Experience seamless
interaction with your little one while
adding a touch of elegance to any
space. Practicality meets style, making
every moment a picture of functionality
and beauty.

76QS04



Mori changing table

Introducing the Mori Changing Table:
where practicality meets aesthetics.
Available in both walnut and natural
wood tones, its integrated wheels offer
mobility and convenience. Designed to
complement the Mori Playpen, this
stunning piece effortlessly enhances
any room. Elevate your nursery with
the perfect blend of beauty and
functionality.

0505380X



Rocking Cradle De Luxe Sheep

Introducing our Rocking Cradle, an exquisite extension of our
bestselling Rocking Chair collection. Designed with a seamless
continuation of the iconic frame, it embodies a harmonious
union. The meticulously selected bouclé fabrics in gentle beige
sheep and fresh cream, artfully combined with the warm walnut
and natural wood tones, evoke a timeless and romantic allure.
Elevate the ambiance further with our matching Rocking Adult
and Kids Chairs, alongside the Rocking Baby Bouncer,
completing a symphony of elegance and love.

76 16 RC10



Rocking Cradle De Luxe Cream

Embrace the essence of contemporary classic design with our
Rocking Cradle in cream and walnut. Crafted for those who
adore timeless elegance, this choice reflects your discerning
taste. Elevate the charm by pairing it with our multifunctional
mobile stand and a mobile of your preference, culminating in a
picture-perfect ensemble that captures the heart.

76 16 RC11



Rocking Chair De Luxe Cream
Experience the iconic Rocking Chair like never before, draped in
a luxurious cream bouclé fabric. A first-time delight, its legs are
now graced with the rich hue of walnut. Embrace the essence of
midcentury modern elegance by pairing it with the matching
Rocking Cradle, Baby Bouncer, and other walnut novelties,
completing a cohesive and captivating look.

76 16 J1817-B11



Rocking Baby Bouncer Sheep & Cream

Reviving elegance, our Rocking Baby Bouncers now shine in
walnut and natural tones. Adorned with cream and sheep bouclé
fabric, they embrace a timeless allure. Experience their well-
deserved revival, adding a touch of sophistication to your little
one's world.

76 16 J11XXX



MonteWood toys
Introducing Quax's latest gem: a wooden toy line inspired
by Montessori principles. Education meets sustainability in
these exquisite pieces, each doubling as captivating home
decor. Elevate your space with beauty and purpose, as
learning seamlessly intertwines with aesthetics.

76EGT101-XX

Mini Merino
Introducing our Mini Merino Homewear Collection
for both baby and mom. Crafted from 100%
merino wool, this fair trade lineup is a celebration
of nature's finest. Embrace the essence of
sustainability and beauty, enveloped in breathable
comfort. Experience the magic of merino,
naturally woven for you and your little one.

04FKT01-XX



Viola High Chair
Introducing the Viola Chair: where versatility
meets style. This foldable marvel comes with an
optional baby bouncer, seamlessly transitioning
from newborn to toddler stages. In classic Quax
colors that effortlessly meld with any interior, the
Viola Chair is your practical family addition,
embracing convenience without compromising
on elegance. Available in Beige and Stone.

7630G1-01-0X



ALSO NEW
Step into a world of innovation as
Quax unveils a plethora of novelties,
each more captivating than the last.
With a multitude of new offerings, it's a
challenge to capture them all. Here's a
glimpse of what else awaits you.

76EGT102-01 76 16 NM01-003 76 16 11703-10

04KPL4-01

04KBB-BRD-0276EGD033-01

04KPL4-0204FKT03-01

76QS01



76AC0101 0102V-01 76 16 J1900-B11

03AKBB-044

7630VL-01-01N54FD-01-00X

76 16 HNK01XL-EK76AR007

76 16 HNK03EXL

010162-1103BA-MPL3-16



Quax is a contemporary lifestyle brand 

offering baby and children’s furniture. 

We love to go wild on beauty and joy.

We know you want to shape life exactly as you see it.

That’s why we create interiors that suit your taste. 

With over two decades of designing and crafting baby

products, Quax stands on a foundation of excellence.

With a family legacy spanning over 100 years in the baby

business, our expertise runs deep. This wealth of

knowledge guarantees that Quax delivers the best and

safest products, nurtured by generations of experience.

ABOUT QUAX

At Quax, our commitment to sustainability is

unwavering. From production methods to responsible

forestry, every step is a stride toward a better future. Our

supplier selection is meticulous, reflecting our dedication

to sustainable practices. We firmly believe that

embracing eco-conscious production paves the way for

a world where Quax babies flourish in a positive and

thriving environment.



Ready to embark on a journey into the world of Quax?
Become a Quax reseller and discover a universe of
elegance and innovation. Reach out to us to take the
plunge into the Quax experience.

Karel Picquélaan 84, 9800 Deinze, Belgium

GET IN
TOUCH

0032 9 380 80 95

sales@quax.eu

www.quax.eu
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